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1 Motivation

Bio-inspired controllers are emerging as a promising way to
implement dynamic walking on humanoid robots without re-
sorting to full local controllability concepts like the Zero-
Moment Point-based methods [VB04]. Among all the bio-
inspired approaches, we implemented the one proposed by
Geyer and Herr [GH10], relying on reflex-controlled virtual
Hill muscles. The forces generated by these muscles are de-
termined by the length lce of the active, contractile element
of each muscle-tendon unit (MTU). The update rate of lce
is governed by the muscle-velocity relationship, as a stiff
and strongly non-linear state equation. Consequently, this
requires a small integration time step, which might lead to
computational issues when transferring this model to real-
time controllers. In this contribution, we illustrate that the
dynamics induced by this muscle-velocity relationship is ac-
tually negligible for fast muscles. It can thus be replaced
by a steady-state approximation. We compare three meth-
ods to compute this steady-state approximation, along with
their impact on accuracy and computational cost. For slower
muscles, we present a technique to mix both approaches:
steady-state computation and full muscle dynamics-based
models. The impact of the proposed simplification is eval-
uated in a forward simulation environment called Robotran
[FS93], modelling a torque control robot, namely the CO-
MAN [DMMC13], see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Walking gait of the COMAN in the Robotran simulator.

2 State of the Art and Proposed Solution

A first approach to get lce is to integrate the muscle-velocity
relationship ˙lce relative to time [GH10] depending on two
given inputs: the total MTU length lmtu and the level of ac-
tivation A provided by the motor neuron:

˙lce = f (lce, lmtu, A) (1)

However, the muscle-velocity relationship f (·) is so stiff and
non-linear that it can cause huge oscillations of lce if the inte-
gration time step is too large, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
critical time step duration strongly depends on the muscle
properties. The reflexes of [GH10] directly use lce in the feed-
back loop, such that oscillations in lce propagate and would
likely make the robot fall.
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Figure 2: Temporal evolution of lce for three different muscles: tib-
ialis anterior (TA), vastus muscle group (VAS) and glu-
teus muscle group (GLU). Initially, the integrator time
step is set to 0.5 ms. At t = 5s, it is changed to 1, 2 or
3 ms.

So, avoiding this problem requires to keep the time step small
enough or to use more advance integration schemes (we cur-
rently use a Euler explicit one). However, this is too greedy
for some real-time controllers. Here, we propose to neglect
the muscle dynamics and to consider that lce is always at
steady-state, i.e. ˙lce = f (·) = 0. We compare three methods
to get this steady-state value in real-time.

1. A Look Up Table (LUT), generated off-line, stores the
values of lce for many inputs values. Then, lce is inter-
polated for any inputs in real-time. While being quite
efficient, this method accuracy depends on the inputs
mesh refinement. If this refinement is too small, com-
putational efficiency is deteriorated.

2. From this LUT, a third-order polynomial approxima-
tion was computed and used in real-time to compute
the lce steady-state value. While this method is the
most computationally efficient, its accuracy strongly
depends on the LUT to fit, and so on the muscle prop-
erties.



3. A Newton-Raphson scheme was also tested to solve (1)
at steady-state. Contrary to both previous methods, this
one does not require a pre-process computation. Its
main drawbacks are that it could converge to an unsta-
ble equilibrium point and that more than one iteration
might be necessary to reach the desired accuracy. In
the next section, results are reported only with a single
iteration.

3 Current Results and discussion

Using similar muscle properties than [GH10], with proper dy-
namic scaling [SGT12], we compared the lce profiles pro-
vided by our three methods with the one of the original
model. We observed that the two first methods performed
better on proximal muscles than on distal ones. The poly-
nomial method was more computationally efficient, but the
LUT one was more accurate, at least if the input mesh was
fine enough. The third method provided good accuracy on all
muscles except the hip flexor (HFL). These results suggested
that neglecting the muscle-velocity relationship dynamics has
indeed a very limited impact on the lce profile. The three pro-
posed methods and the one to select depend on the muscle
properties and on the controller requirements.

The reason why the muscle-velocity dynamics can be ne-
glected is because its time constant is actually very small
compared to the controller time-step. We now consider the
case of the muscle with the slowest dynamics: the soleus mus-
cle (SOL), see Figure 3. The reference lce was computed with
a 0.5 ms time-step (2000 Hz) while the proposed approxima-
tions were computed with a 10 ms time step (100 Hz). Us-
ing the full dynamics model [GH10] (green signal) results in
the same problems as the ones presented in Figure 2. Using
the third-order polynomial approximation (red signal) devi-
ates from the actual reference for two reasons (i) the fit with
the steady-state value is not perfect and (ii) more significantly,
the dynamics of this muscle is too slow to be considered as
negligible with respect to the sampling frequency of 100 Hz.
Combining these two approaches (blue signal) actually pro-
vides the best approximation of the muscle dynamics, even at
100 Hz: the full dynamics model is used when ˙lce is not too
large, otherwise, the steady-state approximation is used.

Interestingly, directly replacing the full dynamics model
[GH10] with any of the three steady-state approximation
methods on the simulated COMAN preserved walking sta-
bility, although its gait became more jerky and less robust to
perturbations, especially for the third-order polynomial ap-
proximation method. Re-optimizing the reflex rules led to
retrieve more robust gaits. On top of that, these walking gaits
coped with time steps up to 3 ms, while the full dynamics
model required a maximal time step of 0.5 ms. Even if the
muscle simplification still holds above 3 ms (see Figure 3),
higher time steps caused issues in the controller reflex rules
refreshment.
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of the SOL muscle lce for the CO-
MAN walking with the full dynamics model and a Hill
time step integration of 0.5 ms. The reference signal is
the one used in the controller (computed with full dy-
namics and 0.5 ms time step). All other signals are com-
puted with a 10 ms time step. The full dynamics signal
integrates ˙lce, the steady-state one uses the third-order
polynomial approximation and the combination signal is
a mix between these two methods.
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